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Aftermath Services Acquires Georgia-Based Biotrauma, Inc.
Trauma scene cleanup company to join Aftermath family for further expansion in Georgia and the
Southeast Region
AURORA, IL, June 1, 2021— Aftermath Services, the Illinois-headquartered nationwide leader in
biohazard remediation services, is proud to announce the acquisition of Biotrauma, Inc., a
Georgia-based crime and trauma scene cleanup company that has been serving communities
across the Southeastern region of the U.S. since 2005.
Biotrauma specializes in remediation and site cleanup for crime, trauma, and other biohazard
incidents. With sensitivity and compassion in mind, they provide a customized solution aimed to
restore each location to pre-incident conditions as quickly as possible. They aim to be thorough
and efficient, drawing on their experience, and innovating where needed to help communities.
“We are proud to welcome Biotrauma, and its founder, Ryan Sawyer, into the Aftermath family,”
said Doug Berto, CEO of Aftermath. “Not only do they provide services similar to our own and
possess the same round-the-clock infrastructure, they truly care about the communities they
serve, just as Aftermath does. We are very excited to provide heightened levels of care to families
in Georgia and the Southeast who have been affected by tragedy."
“I’m truly honored to join forces with Aftermath,” said Ryan Sawyer, Founder and CEO of
Biotrauma. “After my service in the United States Marine Corps as a Mortuary Affairs specialist, I
launched Biotrauma with one mission in mind – 'No Man Left Behind', with the sole focus of
assisting families when they have been left behind after a tragic event. At Biotrauma, we strive to
help families, with the highest level of respect to their situation, restore their lives (and homes)
after tragedy strikes. As a leader in Southeast in the crime and trauma scene cleanup industry, we
are enhancing our capabilities by joining the Aftermath family, and ultimately, serving more
families in our community and beyond.”
For over 25 years Aftermath has provided professional and compassionate services to more than
30,000 families, communities, and businesses after traumatic events. The acquisition of Biotrauma
will further Aftermath broaden its presence to more effectively serve families, businesses, and
communities in Georgia and the entire Southeast region.
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP served as legal counsel to Aftermath on the transaction and Hulsey, Oliver
& Mahar, LLP served as legal counsel to Biotrauma.
About Aftermath Services LLC
Aftermath Services is the premier provider of virucidal disinfection, trauma cleaning and
biohazard remediation, with nearly 50 regional offices and approximately 100 mobile units
located across the country. Aftermath’s trained experts, rapid response capability, and experience
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make it the clear choice for handling all infectious disease, biohazard and trauma cleanup needs
for families, communities and businesses. For more information about our cleaning and
disinfection methods visit our website, www.aftermath.com or call us at 877-872-4339.
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